
 

 

Verbs worksheet 
1.Choose the correct verb form for each sentence. 

1. She _______ (play/plays) the piano every evening. 

2. The cat _______ (sleep/sleeps) on the couch all day. 

3. They _______ (watch/watches) a movie last night. 

4. My parents _______ (cook/cooks) dinner together. 

5. He _______ (go/goes) to the gym three times a week. 

6. We _______ (study/studies) English at school. 

7. The birds _______ (sing/sings) in the trees every 

morning. 

8. The car _______ (stop/stops) at the red light. 

9. I _______ (read/reads) a book before going to bed. 

10. The teacher _______ (teach/teaches) math to the 

students. 

 

Answers: 

1. plays 

2. sleeps 

3. watched 

4. cook 

5. goes 

6. study 

7. sing 

8. stops 

9. read 

10. teaches 



 

 

 

2.Fill in the blanks with the appropriate verb form. 

1. The athlete _________ (break) the world record in the 

100-meter sprint. 

2. The detective _________ (solve) the mystery and 

identified the culprit. 

3. By the time we arrived, the party _________ 

(already/start). 

4. She _________ (practice) the piano diligently for hours 

every day. 

5. The company's profits __________ 

(significantly/increase) last year. 

6. The children __________ (quietly/play) in the backyard. 

7. He __________ (never/fail) to deliver on his promises. 

8. I __________ (just/finish) reading a fascinating book 

9. The storm __________ (cause) extensive damage to the 

coastal area. 

10. They __________ (travel) to over 20 countries in 

their lifetime. 

 

Answers: 

1. broke 

2. solved 

3. had already started 

4. practices 

5. significantly increased 

6. were quietly playing 



 

 

7. never fails 

8. have just finished 

9. caused 

10. have traveled 

 

3.Fill in the blanks with the appropriate verb form. 

1. The orchestra __________ (perform) a breathtaking 

symphony last night. 

2. The chef __________ (meticulously/prepare) the 

gourmet meal for the guests. 

3. The athletes __________ (train) tirelessly for months 

before the competition. 

4. The students __________ (excel) in their exams and 

achieved top scores. 

5. The mountain climbers __________ (conquer) the 

treacherous peak after a grueling ascent. 

6. The professor __________ (deliver) a captivating lecture 

on quantum physics. 

7. The archaeologists __________ (unearth) ancient 

artifacts from the excavation site. 

8. The artist __________ (imagine) and create stunning 

works of art. 

9. The entrepreneur __________ (launch) a successful 

startup company. 

10. The lawyer __________ (argue) persuasively in the 

courtroom to defend her client. 

 

 



 

 

Answers: 

1. performed 

2. meticulously prepared 

3. trained 

4. excelled 

5. conquered 

6. delivered 

7. unearthed 

8. imagined 

9. launched 

10. argued 


